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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce a subclass of the Dyck paths (Delest and Viennot, 1984) called 
nondecreasing Dyck paths which are enumerated by the Fibonacci numbers having odd indexes. 
We then use two different methods to enumerate hese paths according to various parameters. 
By the first one, used in Barcucci et al. (1995, 1995), we determine an operator that allows 
us to construct each nondecreasing Dyck path p from another nondecreasing Dyck path p' by 
performing a 'local expansion' on p'. Furthermore, every path p is obtained from only one 
path p'. Therefore, we obtain a nondecreasing Dyck path recursive description that allows us 
to deduce a functional equation verified by their generating function. By solving this functional 
equation, we obtain the nondecreasing Dyck paths' generating function according to various 
parameters. This method oes not allow us to investigate he area of nondecreasing Dyck paths. 
By the second method, we are able to give a recursive construction based on the definition of 
pyramid paths; from this definition we can immediatly deduce a functional equation verified by 
the nondecreasing Dyck paths' generating function. In this case, we can also take the parameter 
area into account. By performing some calculations on this functional equation, we obtain the 
average area of all nondecreasing Dyck paths having a fixed length. This method allows us to 
introduce a q-generalization f Fibonacci numbers and interpret it from a combinatorial point of 
view. 
1. Notations and definitions 
Let X be an alphabet. We define the free monoid generated by X, denoted by X*, as 
the set of the finite words written with X 's  letters. The product of u = Ul • • • Up c X*  and 
/) = u I • - •/)q CX* is defined as the concatenat ion  of these words: uv = ui . . .  Upl)l • • • 13q. 
The word u is called a le f t  fac tor  of the word w = uv. The empty  word  is denoted 
by e. The number of occurrences of the letter a EX in the word w is denoted by Iwla, 
and the length of w by Iwl = Y'~acx Iwla • The set of Dyck  words  is the set of words 
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w' w~ w,;' w" 
Fig. 1. A nondecreasing Dyck path. 
l(p)= 9 
s(p)= 3 
tip)= 5 
w in X* = {x,~)* characterized by the following two conditions: 
• for any left factor u of w, [Ulx >>. [u[z; 
• Iwlx = Iwl~. 
Let w = wl . . .  w2n be a Dyck word. A peak is a sequence x~ of two letters of  w; a 
valley is a sequence ~x of two letters of w; a pyramid of height h is a sequence xhY h 
of letters of w. The number of Dyck words of length 2n is equal to the nth Catalan 
number [5]. 
Let P : ( i , j )  E [~ × ~; j is called P ' s  altitude and we write j = alt(P). A path 
is a sequence of points in I~l × [% A step in a path is a pair of two consecutive 
points in the path. Each Dyck word w = Wl • .. w2, codifies a path p = (so,s1 . . . . .  szn) 
having only North-East steps (si = (x,y),&+l = (x + 1,y + 1)) and South-East steps 
(si = (x,y),si+l = (x + 1 ,y -  1)): each North-East (respectively South-East) step 
(Si_ l ,Si)  corresponds to a letter wi = x (respectively wi = 2). These paths are called 
Dyek paths. Let p = (s0,sl . . . . .  s2,) be a Dyck path codified by a Dyck word w. 
A valley point of p is a point si such that the steps (Si_l,Si),(Si,Si+ 1 ) correspond to a 
valley in w (step (si- l ,s i)  is South-East and step (si,si+l) is North-East). The set of 
nondecreasin9 Dyck paths is the set of Dyck paths p such that 
• alt(si,)<<.... <<.alt(si,,), where si, . . . . .  si,, are all of p 's  valley points. 
We will denote the set of the Dyck words codifying the nondecreasing Dyck paths by 
D nd and we call it the set of  nondecreasin9 Dyck words. Moreover, we denote the set 
of the nondecreasing Dyck paths by PD,,,, (see Fig. 1). 
2. An operator on Po 
Let S be a class of  combinatorial objects and let p:S  --- N be an enumerative 
parameter. Sn -- {XES:  p (X)  = n} denotes the set of  objects in S whose size by the 
parameter p is n. An operator 0 on Sn is a function from Sn to 2 s'÷' , where 2 s,,+' is 
the power set of Sn+l. 
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Fig. 2. The operators 0po,,l and OD,,j. 
Propos i t ion  2.1. Let 0 be an operator on Sn. I f  0 satisfies the following conditions 
(1) VYES,+I 3XES~ such that YEO(X), and 
(2) if X1,X2ES~ and Xi # X2, then O(XI)NO(X2)= O; 
consequently, the following family of sets ~,+l = {O(X):X E S~} is a partition 
of S,+l. 
Given a class S of combinatorial objects, if we are able to define an operator 0 
which satisfies conditions (1) and (2), then Proposition 2.1 allows us to construct 
each object Y E S,+1 from another object X E S, and every Y E S,+l is obtained 
by only one X E S,. Therefore, if we have an operator on Sn which satisfies condi- 
tions (1) and (2), we get a recursive description of S's elements, which allows us 
to deduce a functional equation verified by S's generating function. By determining 
an operator on the set of the nondecreasing Dyck paths which satisfies conditions 
(1) and (2), we obtain a path construction which allows us to deduce the nonde- 
creasing Dyck paths' generating function according to various parameters. In order to 
define the operator, we propose the following factorization of a nondecreasing Dyck 
word. 
Let w be a word of D "a. We can write w = WlWpWp~W ", with w' = wl ... wj, wj = 
or w' = e, Wp E {x} +, Wp' E (~}+, w"E {2}* and IWp] =: Iw;,~[. In other words, the factor 
w~w;~ is the last pyramid of w (see Fig. 1). 
Definition 2.2. Let w be a word o fD  "a and let ~ J " " w w~,Wp w be w's factorization. We 
define the operator Ozy,,~ : D "a --~ 2 D'J as follows 
I I I - -  II II II : z  Z Iz  II Z II Oo,,,,(w)= {uED'd:u=WWpZXXZ w with ,), E{2} + and E{2}*}. 
The operator 0o,,,, inserts a peak x~ between any pair of  letters of Wp I and constructs 
the words of length 2n + 2 by starting from the words of length 2n (see Fig. 2). 
Theorem 2.3. The operator OD,,,, on D "a satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of 
Proposition 2.1. 
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In the previous sections, we showed that each nondecreasing Dyck path is codi- 
fied by a nondecreasing Dyck word. Therefore, we can use the operator 0o,,~ defined 
on D nd in order to obtain a construction of Pz~,,~'s paths. Let w be a nondecreasing 
Dyck word and let W'WpWp'W" be its factorization. Let p be the nondecreasing Dyck 
path codified by w. We examine p's falls codified by up'; we call the set J..(p) = 
{QI,Q2 ..... QIG'I+I } p-fringe where Q1 is the position on the left of the first fall; Qi, 
with i = 2,..., twp~l, is the position between the ( i -  1)th and the ith fall and QIw~'l+l 
is the position on the right of the last fall. At this point we are able to transpose the 
operator OD,,,, defined on D nd into the operator Op,~,,,~ defined on Py .  We obtain the 
following: 
• Op~,,~(p) is the set of paths obtained from p by inserting a peak between any pair of 
p-fringe steps (see Fig. 2). 
From Theorem 2.3, we deduce that the operator 0e~,,~ allows us to construct each 
path p E P~,a from another path p' E Po,,,~ and every p c Po,,,~ is obtained by only 
one p' E PD,,~. Therefore, we have a recursive description of these paths and we use it 
to deduce a functional equation verified by the nondecreasing Dyck paths' generating 
function according to various parameters. 
Let p be a nondecreasing Dyck path. We denote the number of p's rises by l(p), 
the number of p's peaks by s(p) and the number of elements of J..(p) by f (p )  (see 
Fig. 1). The nondecreasing Dyck paths' generating function according to the above- 
listed parameters i  the following: 
F(x ,y , t )= ~ xl(p)yf(P)t s(p). 
PCPDn,I 
Let 1 ) E Po,,,~. There are f (p )  positions which a peak can be inserted at. We only have 
the following two cases: 
• if we insert a peak at point Q1, then we obtain pt CPD,,,~ such that: l(p') = l (p)+ 1, 
s(p') = s(p) and f (p ' )  = f (p )  + 1, 
• if we insert a peak at point Qi, with iE[2, . . . , f (p)] ,  then we obtain p'EPD,,,, such 
that: l(p') = l(p) + 1, s(p') = s(p) + 1 and t ip ' )  = 2. 
Proposition 2.4. The generating function F(x, y, t) satisfies the following functional 
equation 
xyZt xyZt OF(x,y,t) v=l xyZt F(x,l,t). (1) 
F(x ,y , t )= 1 -x~ ÷ 1 -xy  gy . 1-x~y 
Let l(x,t)=-(OF(x,y,t)/Sy)ly=l. From (1), we obtain 
F(x, y, t) = xy2t + xyF(x, y, t) + xy2tI(x, t) - xy2tF(x, 1, t), 
and by deriving with respect o y and by setting y = 1, we obtain 
l(x,t) --- 2xt + (x - 2xt)F(x, 1,t) + (x + 2xt)l(x,t). 
(2) 
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By solving the system: 
F(x,  1, t) = xt 4- (x - xt )F(x,  1, t) + xtl(x,  t), 
I (x,  t) = 2xt + (x - 2xt)F(x,  1, t) + (x + 2xt)I(x, t), 
and by replacing F(x,  1,t) and l ( x , t )  in Eq. (2), we can deduce the following: 
Theorem 2.5. The generatin9 funct ion F(x,  y, t) is ~3iven by 
F(x,  y, t) = 
xy2t(x -- 1 )2 
(xy -- 1)(xt -- X 2 + 2X -- 1 )" 
By setting y = t = 1, we discover that the generating function F(x )  is the generating 
function of the Fibonacci numbers having odd indexes x(1 -x ) / (1  -3x  + x 2) and so 
the number of nondecreasing Dyck paths having length 2n is given by the (2n - 1 )th 
Fibonacci number 
x(1 - x) 
[Xn] 1 -- 3X +X 2 -- Fzn-I. 
3. Area and q-numbers 
The Fibonacci numbers F2n+l having odd indexes are defined by the following re- 
currence relation 
n--I 
F2n+l = F2~-1 + E F2n-2k-i, F1 = 1. 
k=0 
We now wish to give a definition of q-Fibonacci numbers. 
Definition 3.1. The q-analogues of Fibonacci numbers are defined as, 
{ Fn+z(q) = F~+l(q)q 2n+3 + ~ q(k+l)"Fn-k+l(q), 
k=0 
Fo(q) = O, F~(q) = q. 
By setting q = 1, we obtain the Fibonacci numbers having odd indexes (F,(1) = 
Fen- 1 ). In order to give a combinatorial interpretation of the above q-Fibonacci num- 
bers, we make a different construction of the nondecreasing Dyck paths, which allows 
us to investigate the parameter area that we are going to define. We call area of a 
nondecreasing Dyck path p the surface under the path p, and we define it as the sum 
of the altitudes of p 's  points. The problem of path area was studied in [2-4,7]. In 
this section, we determine the nondecreasing Dyck paths' generating function accord- 
ing to their area, number of rises and number of peaks. Each pyramid codifies a path 
called pyramid  path. The nondecreasing Dyck paths' class can be partitioned into two 
subclasses: 
• the set of paths only intersecting the axes at their starting and ending point; 
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Fig. 3. An object grammar for nondecreasing Dyck path. 
• the set of paths intersecting the axes at least one point other than their starting and 
ending point. 
Let p be a nondecreasing Dyck path. If p only intersects the axes at its starting and 
ending point, then p is the peak either coded by x~ or obtained from a nondecreasing 
Dyck path p' by adding a rise at its head and a fall at its tail. If p intersects the axes 
at least one point other than its starting and ending point, then p is obtained adding 
a pyramid path at the head of a nondecreasing Dyck path p~. Therefore, the object 
grammar in Fig. 3 describes our paths (for a survey on object grammars, see [6]). 
Let pEPD,,,~. We denote the number of p's rises by l(p), the number of p's peaks 
by s(p) and p's area by a(p). The nondecreasing Dyck paths' generating function 
according to these parameters i : 
F(x,y ,q)= ~ xl(p)yS(p)q a(p). 
PE Ply,,I 
From the object grammar in Fig. 3, we deduce that the generating function F(x, y, q) 
verifies the following functional equation 
F(x, y, q) = xyq + xqF(xq 2, y, q) + P(x, y, q)F(x, y, q), (3) 
where P(x, y, q) = y ~k  >11 xk q k: is the pyramid paths' 9eneratin9 function. By solving 
the functional equation (3), we obtain 
Theorem 3.2. The 9eneratin9 function F(x, y, q) is 9iven by: 
qk" 
F(x, y, q) = YZ  X k" 
>~ , 1-I~_-_o I ( 1 - P(xq 2i, y, q ) ) 
If we denote F(x, 1,q)= y'~n>>.oSn(q)x n, then we get, 
S,+l(q) = Sn(q)q 2n+1 + ~ q(k+l)2sn-k(q), Sl(q) = q. 
k=0 
By setting So(q) = 0, from the q-Fibonacci numbers' definition it follows that 
S,(q) = F~(q) and we have 
Theorem 3.3. The 2n length nondecreasin9 Dyck paths' generatin9 function accord- 
ing to their area is equal to the q-Fibonacci number Fn(q), i.e.: 
F(x, 1,q) = ~ F~(q)x n
n>~O 
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Let us now determine the average area A= of  the nondecreasing Dyck paths having 
length 2n 
[x"] 
~q q= 1 
An- -  
[xn]F(x) 
By setting I (x)  = (~F(x,q)/Oq)]q=,, from Eq. (3), we obtain, 
OF(xq2'q) q=l Jr ~P(x,q) F(x) 4- P(x)I(x). I(x) = x + xF(x) + x c~q Oq q= 1 
Therefore, from (OF(xq2, q)/Oq)lq=l : I(x) + 2xOF(x)/Ox and (OP(x,q)/Oq)[q-i = 
x(x + 1)/(1 -x )  3, we have, 
x(1 - 4x + 8x 2 - 9x 3 + 2x 5) 
I(x) = 
(1 - x)(1 - 3x 4"X2) 3 
and so, 
Proposition 3.4. The average area An of the nondecreasing Dyck paths having length 
2n is 
5 - x/~ 49 - 21x/~ 415 - 181~f55 
An --~ - - n  2 + n + 
10 10 25 
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